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very specific changes in the chemical shifts (ω) of ES1 G-N1 and T/U-N3, which are provided as population-weighted average values denoted as 〈 ω〉 over the two species (Fig. 1e, left) . Tilting the equilibrium in favour of G enol •T/U should induce a downfield shift of ω for ES1 G-N1, due to an increase in the population of deprotonated G enol , and an upfield shift of ω for ES1 T/U-N3, due to a decrease in the population of deprotonated T enol /U enol , and vice versa ( Fig. 1e, left) . A plot of 〈 ∆ ω G-N1 〉 against 〈 ∆ ω T/U-N3 〉 is predicted to be linear (Fig. 1e , right), with a negative slope and intercept determined by the fundamental chemical shifts of the tautomeric species (see equation (1) in Supplementary Methods).
We measured 15 N relaxation dispersion for 5 dG•dT mismatches within distinct sequence contexts and for 13 rG•rU mismatches in 9 structurally unique non-coding RNAs ( Fig. 2a and Extended Data Fig. 2a ). Experiments were carried out at near-neutral pH (6.4-6.9) in order to reduce levels of the anionic ES2 below detection limits 8 (Extended Data Fig. 2b ). The relaxation dispersion experiments measure spinrelaxation rates in the rotating frame (R 1ρ ) during a relaxation period in which a radiofrequency field is applied with variable offset (Ω 2π −1 , in Hz) and power (ω 2π −1 , in Hz), in order to suppress the chemical exchange contribution (R ex ) to the transverse spin relaxation rate (R 2 ) arising from chemical exchange between the energetically more stable ground state (GS) and the ES 27, 28 .
We observed G-N1 and T/U-N3 relaxation dispersion consistent with WC-like ES1 exchange for all five dG•dT and eight rG•rU mismatches located within helical environments ( Fig. 2b and Extended Data Fig. 3a ), thus establishing their widespread occurrence in DNA and RNA. No relaxation dispersion was observed (Extended Data Fig. 3b ) for rG•rU mismatches adjacent to apical loops, three-way junctions, or bulges (Extended Data Fig. 2a ). This could be due to the lower abundance of WC-like mismatches when outside of the helical environment, although we cannot rule out the possibility that the exchange is orders of magnitude faster and beyond detection.
As predicted on the basis of variably tilting the G enol •T/U G•T enol / U enol equilibrium (Fig. 1e, right) , plotting the fitted 〈 ∆ ω G-N1 〉 and 〈 ∆ ω T/U-N3 〉 values obtained from two-state analysis (GS ES1) of the relaxation dispersion profiles (Fig. 2b , Extended Data Fig. 3a and Supplementary Table 1 ) formed a line with a negative slope (Fig. 2c) . As a negative control, the corresponding GS G-N1 and T/U-N3 chemical shifts were plotted and no correlation was observed (Extended Data Fig. 3c ). We confirmed these linear trends using chemical modifications that tilt the tautomeric equilibrium towards enolic dT (dG•dU and dG• 5Br dU) or enolic dG ( 8Br dG•dT) ( Fig. 2c , Extended Data Fig. 3a and Supplementary Discussion 1).
Sequence-dependent G enol •T/U  G•T enol /U enol
A linear fit of the values obtained by plotting 〈 ∆ ω G-N1 〉 against 〈 ∆ ω T/U-N3 〉 , assuming physically reasonable ranges, yielded fundamental chemical shifts for the tautomeric species that are in excellent agreement with values predicted by DFT calculations ( Fig. 2c and Supplementary  Tables 2, 3) 8 . The tautomeric equilibria (Supplementary Table 2 ) obtained from this analysis and from refitting the relaxation dispersion data using a three-state model with linear topology 25 (wobble G•T enol /U enol G enol •T/U) are slightly tilted in favour of dG enol •dT in DNA (K t = 2.1-4.6), whereas the populations of rG enol •rU and rG•rU enol are more comparable in RNA (K t = 0.5-1.1). These differences may be attributed to the electron-donating methyl group in dT, which destabilizes dT enol relative to rU enol (ref. 32 ). The relaxation dispersion data also enabled us to estimate a lower bound for the fast tautomeric exchange rate of
, faster than previously measured exchange processes by similar RD methods 33 ( Fig. 2d and Extended Data Fig. 4 ), and a transition-state barrier for the conversion of G•T enol /U enol → G enol •T/U of < 9-10 kcal mol −1 (using k B T h −1 as the pre-exponential factor 34 and κ = 1 as the transmission coefficient), which is in good agreement with values reported using computational methods (around 11.5 kcal mol −1 ) 25 . These results establish the existence of G•T enol /U enol and G enol •T/U in an ultra-fast equilibrium, each of which can potentially contribute to replication and translation errors.
Notably, the exchange parameters vary markedly with sequence context (Supplementary Table 1 ). The ES1 population ( = + / p p p ES1 G T U enol enol enol ) varies 3-fold in DNA and 8-fold in RNA, whereas the forward (k GS → ES1 ) and reverse (k ES1 → GS ) rate constants vary by 4-and 5-fold, respectively, for DNA, and by 38-and 6-fold, respectively, for RNA ( Supplementary  Table 1 ). A linear correlation is observed between p ES1 and K t ( Fig. 2e and Supplementary Table 2 ), indicating that the G enol •T/U population dominates these variations with sequence and structural context. In DNA, these variations can potentially be explained by the sequence-specific changes in stacking with immediate neighbours that accompany the transition from the wobble to the Watson-Crick geometry ( Fig. 2f ). For example, GGG has the highest p ES1 and is predicted to gain stacking overlap, whereas CGG has the lowest p ES1 and is predicted to lose stacking overlap. Similar sequence-dependent effects have been reported for lesion repair by methyltransferases 35 . Notably, dG dominates the changes in stacking, potentially explaining the stronger sequence dependence of the G enol •T/U population compared with that of G•T enol /U enol .
Sequence-dependent anion equilibria
Next, we examined whether anionic WC-like G•T -/U - (Fig. 1c ) also form commonly in DNA and RNA, and whether anionic G -•T/U remains undetectable under these different environments. We measured relaxation dispersion at high pH (7.8 and above) for G•T/U mismatches in a subset of our RNA ( Fig. 3a and Extended Data Fig. 5a ) and DNA ( Fig. 3b and Extended Data Fig. 5b ) constructs. In all cases, we observed relaxation dispersion consistent with wobble anion exchange, thus establishing the robustness of this process across different sequence contexts (Fig. 3a, b and Extended Data Fig. 5 ). Three-state fitting of the relaxation dispersion data, assuming a starlike topology (Extended Data Fig. 6a ), yielded large ∆ ω T/U-N3(ES2) values of approximately 55 p.p.m. and much smaller ∆ ω G-N1(ES2) values of approximately 5 p.p.m., consistent with a dominant G•T -/Uspecies and with no evidence of G -•T/U. Again, we observe strong sequence-specific variations in the ES2 population (p ES2 ) and in the values of k GS → ES2 and k ES2 → GS across different temperatures and pH values (Supplementary Tables 4, 5) . A previous study 8 showed that the emergence of anionic ES2 at high pH values was accompanied by unexpected changes in the tautomeric chemical shifts of ES1. Similar deviations are observed here for both RNA and DNA (Supplementary Table 4 ). We postulated that 'minor' exchange 36 between ES1 and ES2 could 'mix' their chemical shifts and give rise to such deviations (Extended Data Fig. 6a, b and Supplementary Table 4 ). Indeed, all five relaxation dispersion profiles with unusual ES1 chemical shifts showed a statistically significant improvement when the data was fitted to a three-state model with minor exchange in a triangular rather than a starlike topology ( Fig. 3a, b , Extended Data Fig. 6c, d and Supplementary Tables 4-6 ). The resulting ES1 15 N rG-N1 and rU-N3 chemical shifts vary less significantly with pH (Extended Data Fig. 6e and Supplementary  Table 4 ) and the rate constants (k ES1 → ES2 and k ES2 → ES1 ) exhibit the expected temperature dependence (Extended Data Fig. 6f ), neither of which would be expected if the data were being spuriously overfitted. It should be noted that limited or poor quality relaxation dispersion data can make it difficult to resolve different topologies 37 ( Supplementary Table 6 ). Tautomerization and ionization during misincorporation dG•dT misincorporation is the most frequent base-substitution error committed by high-fidelity DNA polymerases, with a misincorporation frequency F pol of 10 −4 -10 −5 for most studied polymerases 38, 39 (where F pol = (k pol /K d ) incorrect /(k pol /K d ) correct ; k pol is the maximum rate of nucleotide incorporation and K d is the apparent nucleotide equilibrium dissociation constant)-that is, an error is committed at a frequency of 1 in every 10 4 -10 5 nucleotide incorporations. Differences in apparent nucleotide binding affinities (K d
) account for a factor of only around 10 −1 -10 −2 in discrimination 40 22, 39 . If the formation of WC-like dG•dT mismatches (Fig. 4a) is required for misincorporation after the initial binding of dNTP in a wobble conformation, it could provide a mechanism for lowering k pol incorrect relative to k pol correct . Indeed, previous studies have shown that DNA polymerases cannot undergo the necessary conformational changes needed for catalysis when dG•dT is in a wobble conformation 7 and all available structures of catalytically active polymerases with bound mismatches within the active site feature WC-like dG•dT or dA•dC geometries 6, 7 . Similarly, WC-like rG•rU mismatches have been shown to form in the first and second codon positions of catalytically active ribosomes 9 , in which wobbles are typically rejected 5 , which may help to explain translational error hotspots 41 .
To examine this possibility, we built a kinetic model for dG•dTTP misincorporation by inserting a tautomerization or ionization step ( Fig. 4a ) after initial nucleotide binding in a wobble conformation and before the pre-chemistry conformational change in the existing minimal kinetic model for correct incorporation 42 (Fig. 4b ). All other steps, including the pre-chemistry conformational change and the phosphodiester bond formation, are assumed to have identical kinetic parameters as measured for correct nucleotide incorporation 39, [43] [44] [45] [46] (Supplementary Table 7 ). The model assumes that misincorporation directly from the wobble conformation is negligible and that the tautomerization and ionization rates measured in duplex DNA by NMR approximate the rates in the polymerase active site. We tested models (Extended Data Fig. 7 ) in which the tautomeric (M ES1 ), the anionic (M ES2 ), or both (M ES1 + ES2 ) species can be misincorporated, as well as models that excluded the triangular network altogether (M Kd ). Notably, the most general M ES1 + ES2 model robustly predicts the measured F pol values for three polymerases (T7, polymerase ε and polymerase β ) that have varying rate limiting steps and microscopic rate constants (Fig. 5a , Extended Data Fig. 8 and Supplementary  Table 7 ). Similar results are obtained with M ES1 under these neutral conditions, in which the ES2 population is negligible (< 10 −6 at pH 6.9) ( Fig. 5a and Extended Data Fig. 8 ). By contrast, M ES2 consistently underestimates F pol by one to two orders of magnitude 47 , whereas M Kd overestimates F pol by one to two orders of magnitude 40 (Fig. 5a ). Variants of the M Kd model, in which only preformed tautomeric dNTP with populations of 10 −4 -10 −5 bind in a productive WC-like geometry, overestimate k pol and K d by several orders of magnitude (data not shown). These data indicate that the formation of tautomeric WC-like dG enol •dT and dG•dT enol at a population of around 0.1% can account for the approximately 10 2 -10 3 -fold lower value of k pol incorrect relative to k pol correct , and that at neutral pH more than 99% of misincorporation proceeds via the tautomeric species, which form predominantly via direct exchange from the wobble (Fig. 5b) .
Impact of pH, modifications and sequence
We also examined whether the M ES1 + ES2 model can reproduce the dependence of the misincorporation probability on pH, base modification and sequence. M ES1 + ES2 accurately predicts the approximately threefold increase in misincorporation probability observed with increasing pH (Fig. 5c, left) . This can be attributed to an increase in the population of dG•dT -, which accounts for more than 70% of the net misincorporation at pH 8.4 (Fig. 5b, c) . By contrast, M ES1 fails to predict this increase in misincorporation probability (Fig. 5c , left; M Kd not shown owing to absence of pH-dependent K d values). At high pH values, the tautomeric and anionic species have comparable populations, and there is significant flux (greater than 20%) towards both tautomeric and anionic species through the indirect minor exchange pathway (Fig. 5b) . In this manner, the contributions of the tautomeric and anionic species to misincorporation are coupled. M ES1 + ES2 and NMR relaxation dispersion measurements also accurately predict F pol and k obs for 5-bromo-2′ -deoxyuridine triphosphate ( 5Br dUTP) (Fig. 5c ). This includes a sharper, approximately sixfold increase in F pol dG•5BrdUTP measured for avian myeloblastosis virus reverse transcriptase (AMV RT) when increasing the pH from 6.9 to 8.4 (Fig. 5c, left) . This can be attributed to the lower pK a of dG• 5Br dU -(pK a ∼ 9) (ref. 14) relative to dG•dT -(pK a ∼ 11.8) (ref. 8) . We further verified the robustness of these predictions by measuring k obs dG•5BrdUTP and k obs dTTP for human DNA polymerase β at high pH (8.4) . The model accurately predicts the approximately fourfold enhancement in k obs dG•5BrdUTP relative to k obs dTTP (Fig. 5c, right) . Again, M ES1 fails to predict these variations (Fig. 5c ). Indeed, at both neutral and high pH values, 5Br dUTP is predicted to be predominantly misincorporated via the more populated dG•dT - (Fig. 5b, c) . These data indicate that misincorporation due to dG•dTcan dominate at pH values of 8.4 or above, or for chemically modified nucleotides at neutral pH. 
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Importantly, owing to the sequence-dependence of tautomerization and ionization, M ES1 + ES2 also predicts sequence-specific variations in values of F pol of approximately eightfold at pH 8.4 (Fig. 5d ). Comparable (fivefold) sequence-specific variations have been reported previously 21 . We tested these predictions using human DNA polymerase β at pH 8.4 for nine different sequence contexts ( Supplementary Table 8 ). Whereas k obs dG•dCTP varied weakly (less than 1.2-fold) with sequence, k obs dG•dTTP varied approximately 45-fold (Extended Data Fig. 9 ); larger changes were observed when the base pair was altered at the n − 1 position, which stacks with dG•dTTP in the polymerase active site (Fig. 5d ). Although the M ES1 + ES2 predictions slightly underestimate the sequence-specific variations in k obs dG•dTTP , this is not too surprising considering that other reaction steps could also vary with sequence. The predictions do recapitulate the lower k obs dG•dTTP for CGA and comparable values for GGC and CGC (Fig. 5d) . Notably, the two major outliers (TGA and GGG) arise primarily because of a large ES2 population. It is likely that the polymerase environment, including the absence of base pairs at the n + 1 position (Fig. 5d) , can influence the sequence-specific dependence of tautomerization and ionization, and consequently influence misincorporation.
Our data indicate that the formation of WC-like anionic and tautomeric mismatches help to determine the frequency of dG•dT misincorporation and its dependence on pH, chemical modifications and possibly sequence. Our analysis indicates that F pol is determined primarily by the ES1 population, and that considerable reductions in k ex = k GS→ES1 + k ES1→GS , outside of the range detected here, would be required to substantially reduce F pol (Extended Data Fig. 10 ). Although it is likely that differences in the active site environment of the polymerase will tune tautomerization and ionization dynamics, the robustness of the predictions across different polymerases, pH conditions, and modified nucleotides suggests that it will not cause substantial perturbations relative to the broad kinetic range examined here. Indeed, very small differences in tautomerization and ionization dynamics are observed for DNA and RNA, which have different helical structures and stabilities. It is possible that tautomerization and ionization are dominated by the energetics of hydrogen bonding and proton transfer, and that the natural grip over WC geometry in the double helix is similar to that achieved by the polymerase in the context of an isolated dNTP paired to the template. Other mechanisms may be applicable for purine-purine mismatches for which alterations in the active site have been proposed rather than the adoption of a WC-like base pair 43, 48 . The approach presented here can be applied to examine the roles of other tautomeric and anionic mismatches in replication, transcription, translation and DNA repair 49 .
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